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The importance of collecting and preserving public records
produced by local governments is a concept that has received much
discussion within the archival profession. Unfortunately, the cries
of concern have rarely been accompanied by practical solutions.
This does not mean, however, that nothing has been accomplished
in the area of local government record preservation. Several
programs begun during the past thirty years have made significant
contributions. Regional depository systems, area research center
systems, or area information systems are one such innovation.
They have proven to be a reasonably viable method of preserving
at least part of the records produced or maintained by local
governments.

There are currently nine regional depository or area research
center systems at the state level. Eight of them include local
government public records among their holdings. These systems
have been established for reasons ranging from a desire to
maintain records close to their origins, so as to promote and
facilitate use, to a desire to better "serve the needs of higher
education." With regard to local public records, the fundamental
reason seems to have been the need to save records which no central
facility can house.

Regional systems can be separated into two broad categories.
The first is a centralized system in which one agency controls all
program elements. The network that has evolved in Wisconsin is
perhaps the best example. Wisconsin's program began in the early
1950s as a means of handling local public records. After ten years of
providing dead storage, the program was revised in order to
promote active use of the public records. When setting up its
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present system, the State Historical Society of Wisconsin already
had the crucial features necessary to establish a centralized network
program. It had a long tradition of collecting manuscripts; its
status as a quasi-public agency of departmental rank gave it strong
support and visibility in both the private and public sectors;
statutes gave it full control of local public records disposition; and
it had close identity with the academic community. All of these
elements, together with the absence of any other significant
independent archival agencies in Wisconsin, gave the State
Historical Society of Wisconsin hegemony in record-collecting
within the state. The most important factor that enabled
establishment of a centralized research system and allowed transfer
of local public records into active centers, however, seems to have
been the provision for access by each area center to the Society's
manuscript collections housed in Madison.

The second type of system is a more loosely defined federation in
which a central agency may control one or more elements but the
member depositories exercise independent control in many areas.
Michigan provides an example of a decentralized regional system
that preserves and uses public records. In the Michigan system the
State Archives is at the center, but it controls only the local public
records in the depositories. Each participating center collects and
controls its own manuscript materials. A decentralized approach
was adopted because the elements necessary for a centralized system
were not present. The State Archives has a strong statute that gives
it full control of local public records disposition. However, the
Archives had no manuscript collections to act as an incentive to
potential centers. In addition, several strong independent archival
agencies were already in existence. These institutions were among
the logical places to select as network centers. Further, the
Michigan Archives is not part of an umbrella historical agency of
departmental status, though at the time the first center was
established in 1962 it was under an independent commission. Since
1965 it has been a small unit within a division within a
department, and does not have the flexibility, support, or public
identity of a well funded state agency. Finally, the Archives had no
history of close identity with the academic community. Given
these factors, there was no real question of establishing a highly
centralized system.
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Neither type of system is necessarily better than the other. Under
existing conditions and limitations, both types seem to work
reasonably well, and it is possible to preserve local government
records in either one. The type of system established is determined
for the most part by circumstances.

The remainder of this paper will discuss some reasons for
placing local public records in network centers, problems of
maintaining standards in area centers, depository responsibilities
for public records in their care, and finally, planning local public
records acquisitions for centers.

"Use" is a term that quickly comes to mind when discussing
placement of local public records in area or regional centers: use of
the records by the center to enhance its own collections, and use of
the center facilities by the State Archives to preserve records in
institutions where they will be used. Local government records
contain a wealth of information vital to researchers of many types
and disciplines. State census records for the counties in a particular
area provide unique evidence of the social and economic life of a
community. Probate court deceased estate records contain detailed
lists of real and personal property that are used by historians and
genealogists in recreating family histories and in establishing the
true composition of the community. Naturalization records are
also vital to research. Land records-which include patents, deeds,
plats, and rural property inventories-tax assessment rolls, and
building permits are used to establish chains of ownership, map
settlement patterns, identify construction dates, and reconstruct
economic conditions. Local government records such as these
make area centers attractive to potential researchers.

The State Archives also benefits from the use of area centers as
depositories for local government records. Not only do centers
provide more storage space, but the use of depositories also
disperses records over a wide area, thereby lessening the danger of
total loss due to fire or other catastrophe. Michigan's past
experience gives some support to this argument for decentrali-
zation. Until 1951, the Michigan State Archives was located in the
State Office Building, touted as the most "fireproof" structure in
the state. The fire that consumed it raged for three days, and many
irreplaceable records were lost.
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Deposit of local public records in regional centers also increases
the potential for their use by researchers. A majority of centers in
most networks are located in college or university facilities where
they enjoy clear identification as research centers. During the most
recent year more than 14,000 registrants visited regional centers in
Michigan. That is not to say that all or even most of them used
local public records in their research, but the opportunities for use
far exceed those that the records would have had in the State
Archives. There are indeed good reasons to preserve local public
records close to their source, and both the State Archives and the
participating institutions benefit from the practice.

Concern has been expressed for the maintenance of "standards"
in regard to the housing, processing, and control of public records
transferred to centers. Signed depository agreements that contain
the system's governing provisions offer some basis upon which to
discuss standards in a general way. Ideally each depository
building would, at a minimum, be fireproof and have fireproof
shelving. It would have controlled environmental conditions that
maintain a constant temperature set between 60°F and 70'F and a
constant humidity level of 40% to 50%. In reviewing the Wisconsin,
Ohio, and Michigan agreements and checking with program
coordinators one finds, not surprisingly, that the ideal does not
exist. Michigan's agreement, because of wording used in a 1913
statute, does require a fireproof facility. Wisconsin's agreements
require a fireproof facility within the depositories' capacities.
Ohio's agreements do not mention fireproof facilities, but they can
be implied from a provision requiring that deposited records be
housed "according to the best archival standards." None of these
states require proof that the facility is fireproof. In each state,
however, depositories are located in university or large public
libraries designed to protect holdings from destruction by fire.

The ideal of "fireproof" seems in any event illusory. The
Michigan Fire Marshall's Office will not certify buildings as being
fireproof. It will grade structures only as to relative degrees of fire
resistance. Nevertheless, the real fire protection offered by existing
depositories is far more adequate than protection offered to public
records in most courthouse attics and basements, if Michigan is
any example. Since 1972 Michigan has had four courthouse fires.
There have been no depository fires.
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Maintenance of ideal environmental conditions is a real
problem for all of the states surveyed. None of the existing
depositories can maintain ideal conditions. In fact, none of the
central agency facilities in these states can maintain ideal
temperature and humidity levels. However, both the central
agencies and the depositories monitor these conditions daily,
attempt to maintain them, and continue efforts to improve. The
important fact is that depository conditions are far better than
those in most county facilities. The ideal is something to strive for,
but as archivists concerned with preservation we must do what is
possible.

Processing and retrieval aids present another standards question:
how do you maintain uniformity when local public records are not
kept all in one place? In Ohio, processing is delegated to the
individual network centers, but uniformity is maintained through
a processing manual provided by the Ohio Historical Society.
Wisconsin processes all local public records in Madison. In
Michigan, most local records processing is done in Lansing but
some records are processed by depositories, using established
guidelines. Each state thus is able to attain uniform processing for
local records, though each has a different system.

Standardized retrieval aids present a somewhat more difficult
problem. That is not so much the case in Wisconsin where
uniform, integrated retrieval aids for all materials are prepared in
Madison and given to the depositories. Because agreements in
Ohio do not provide for central ownership of both manuscripts
and public records, retrieval aids can vary. However, uniformity
within each center is maintained since each has its own uniform
system. In Michigan, public records retrieval aids are uniform and
the manuscripts retrieval system within a depository is uniform,
but they can and do differ from each other. This problem is solved
in one of two ways. The depository either maintains retrieval aids
for local public records separate from its manuscript retrieval
devices, or it transfers the information from them into the format
of the established in-house system.

Maintenance of standards is a problem primarily for the agency
placing the records. Other problems more directly concern the
participating centers. The most obvious is providing space and
shelving for bulky public record series. Although there is no
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simple solution to this problem, a few general observations can be
made. First, when negotiating a depository agreement, set realistic
geographic limits based on an awareness of the amount and
content of local public records in the area. Have a clear
understanding of exactly which records the depository will be
required to take and how much space will be required to house
them, and a well-defined concept of what other public records will
be needed fully to complement manuscript acquisitions. Second,
work closely with the central agency in appraising records for
possible transfer. Be very realistic in making appraisal decisions,
and allow space for growth. Third, keep the center's supporting
institution informed of its work and value, and find ways to be
useful (for instance, by providing records management services).
These efforts can help in acquiring more space and shelving.
Fourth, support the depositing agency in its attempts to acquire
increased funding to better support the system.

There are other problem areas of possible concern to centers and
to the central agencies. Costs of processing supplies are one such
concern. In the Wisconsin and Minnesota systems, and to a large
extent in the Michigan system, supplies are provided by the central
agency. In systems where this is not the practice, provision must be
made in the center's budget. Another potential problem is the
physical transfer of public records from the courthouse or city hall
to the center. However, in practice it seems that most transfers are
handled by the central agency or through arrangements between
the central agency and the centers without much difficulty.

Area centers must provide access to local public records for the
general public. This can be a problem for institutions that may
have been catering to a more exclusive clientele. However,
providing good service to the public can be a very definite program
asset. Opposition from local historical groups to collecting
programs can be minimized. Patrons often provide leads for
enhancing the center's holdings. A satisfied public can be and
often is the source of additional funding for special projects and
equipment.

Problems of perceived interference by an outside agency may be
of concern to a potential network center. These problems can be
minimized by writing agreements that clearly delineate the duties
and responsibilities of the signers. Problems that arise between
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centers and the central agency because of divergent interpretations
of agreement provisions can be handled informally by the two
parties. Failing resolution at that level, a built-in arbitration
mechanism can be activated to resolve the issue. Not all systems
have such a mechanism, but serious consideration should be given
to establishing one as part of any system.

Demands by both the general public and faculty researchers for
access to confidential local public records present yet another
potential problem for the area center. Some citizens translate the
word "public" very literally and can become incensed when denied
access. Academic researchers usually have more egocentric reasons
for their belief that they should have immediate access to
confidential. records. In either case, denial of access may harm the
program. The way to minimize the possibility of difficulties
arising in this area is to have a definite access policy statement
placed in clear view of all users. The statement should cite the
governing statutes and outline the procedures to be followed in
order to obtain authorized access.

From the foregoing discussion it is clear that the various types of
public record depository systems in existence provide benefits both
to the central agencies and to the network centers. It is also clear
that the placement of local public records in regional centers can
be viewed as a problem. However, discussing it as a challenge
seems a more positive and useful approach. The challenge is to
acquire the necessary amount of the right kind of local public
records, which will fulfill the goals of both the depositing agencies
and the network centers.


